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Mexico and Its Legal System: Lawyers' Essays on the Continuing Evolution
The book is a rich resource for practicing lawyers and business people dealing with Mexico, but also speaks broadly on the fundamental rule of law and law reform aspirations of the American Bar Association and its members.
PC: 5210304, 2018, 220 pages, 6x9, Paperback

E-Lawyer: A Guide to Legal Practice Leadership in the Internet Age
This practical, new guide is a must-have for senior lawyers learning to navigate in the “Internet Age”. It will bring lawyer’s attitudes into sync with the realities of today’s marketplace, and help unravel the sometimes daunting and unfamiliar legal landscape.
PC: 5210301, 2016, Paperback, 184 pages

Navigating EU Privacy and Data Protection Laws
This book presents the various concepts for EU privacy and data protection law in a comprehensive manner, providing analysis of the existing law and practical advice on how to approach data privacy compliance.
PC: 5210298, 2015, Paperback, 270 pages

Unwavering Convictions: Gao Zhisheng’s Ten-Year Torture and Faith in China’s Future
The ABA Section of International Law recognized author Gao Zhisheng in 2010 with its International Human Rights Lawyer Award. This book is Gao’s intensely personal account of his experience in China of disbarment and detention.
PC: 5210302, 2017, 183 pages, Paperback

Business, Human Rights and Sustainability Sourcebook
The reputational damages that corporate clients can suffer by not integrating human rights and sustainability standards as part of their policies and operations can cause business more harm than litigation itself.
PC: 5170022, 2015, Paperback, 1,230 pages

Legal Guide to Doing Business in South America, 2nd Edition
This title provides a basic overview of the legal frameworks that govern business relationships in various markets and jurisdictions in South America.
PC: 5210296, 2015, Paperback, 300 pages

The much anticipated second edition of the U.S. Customs Practitioner Guide provides a general overview and addresses three major areas of interest for all importers (compliance, enforcement, and trade security.)
PC: 5210299, 2015, Paperback

This singular text covers in detail the practical skills and strategies required for a practitioner to succeed in the distinctive practice area of international litigation.
PC: 5210279, 2014, Paperback and E-Book, 391 pages

Browse full collection of ABA’s International Practitioner’s Deskbook Series (Page 5)
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Shop By Phone: Call the ABA Service Center at (800) 285-2221.

Shop On-line: Visit ShopABA.org; Click here to browse the Section of International Law Library.

China Law Deskbook, 4th Edition
An indispensable tool, this book is the culmination of 20+ years of work, authored by one of the most respected “China hands” living and working in Beijing, China.
PC: 5210281, 2014, 2 Volume Set, 1,200 pages

Corporate Responsibility for Human Rights Impacts
This book examines the difficult and nuanced questions associated with key developments and trends in corporate accountability and human rights law.

Magna Carta and the Rule of Law
This book marks the 800th anniversary of the signing of the Magna Carta with an exploration of its background and the profound impact it has had on the rule of law. Includes a Foreword by former Supreme Court Justice Sandra Day O'Connor.

Transactions Without Borders
A Client and Lawyer’s Guide to Overseas Operations
This comprehensive book covers the areas that anyone conducting cross-border real estate transactions (lawyers, investors, brokers, etc.) or operating a cross-border real estate practice needs to know. Includes a CD-Rom of helpful forms.
PC: 5150470, 2014, Paperback, 494 pages

Promoting the Rule of Law: A Practitioner’s Guide to Key Issues and Developments
This book offers a broad array of perspectives on the promotion of the rule of law in today’s world.
PC: 5210278, 2013, Paperback and E-book, 328 pages

The ABC’s of the CISG
Learn how you can make better informed recommendations to a client at the contract stage and advocate more effectively on behalf of a client when a dispute arises under a contract governed by the CISG.
PC: 5210267, 2013, 216 pages

Cross Border Real Estate Transactions, 2nd Edition
This comprehensive book covers the areas that anyone conducting cross-border real estate transactions (lawyers, investors, brokers, etc.) or operating a cross-border real estate practice needs to know. Includes a CD-Rom of helpful forms.

The ABC’s of the CISG
Learn how you can make better informed recommendations to a client at the contract stage and advocate more effectively on behalf of a client when a dispute arises under a contract governed by the CISG.
PC: 5210267, 2013, 216 pages

The Photography Law Handbook
This guide helps you understand the photographers’ rights and obligations on what you can and cannot photograph and sell, and helps you avoid potential liabilities.
PC: 1620623, 2014, Paperback, 291 pages

China Law Deskbook, Vol II
A Legal Guide for Foreign Professional Enterprises
Fourth Edition

Corporate Responsibility for Human Rights Impacts
New Expectations and Paradigms

Magna Carta and the Rule of Law
Foreword by Former Justice Sandra Day O’Connor

Transactions Without Borders
A Client and Lawyer’s Guide to Overseas Operations

Promoting the Rule of Law: A Practitioner’s Guide to Key Issues and Developments

The ABC’s of the CISG

The Photography Law Handbook
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The FCPA and the UK Bribery Act: A Ready Reference for Business and Lawyers
This practical book is specifically written for laypersons and, in particular, for businesses and for lawyers with limited knowledge of this rapidly expanding area of law.
PC: 5210277, 2013, Paperback, 156 pages

The FIRPTA Withholding Guidebook
A practical guidebook on the FIRPTA Withholding rules, this book serves professionals dealing with U.S. real estate and international investors.
PC: 5210269, 2013, Paperback, 270 pages

The Essentials of Merger Review
Explore detailed descriptions of antitrust and competition laws regulating mergers, acquisitions, joint-ventures, and other relevant transactions in more than 60 jurisdictions in this comprehensive guide.
PC: 5210237, 2013, 1308 pages

Handbook of Export Controls and Economic Sanctions
A fundamental guide that provides an overview of how to help clients comply with laws by navigating through the complexities of export controls and economic sanctions.
PC: 5210268, 2013, Paperback, 332 Pages

The Foreign Sovereign Immunities Act Deskbook
Gain a new perspective of the U.S. law and surrounding principles of foreign sovereign immunity with the help of this comprehensive review of FSIA.
PC: 5210266, 2013, paperback, 380 pages

Careers in International Law, 4th Edition
Explore the field of international law, including the scope of possibilities in specialties such as litigation, trade, corporate, transactional, banking, financial, and maritime law, as well as positions in teaching, going in-house, and pro bono work.
PC: 5210227, 2012, Paperback, 230 pages

International Family Law Desk Book
This book brings together a wide range of cross-border family issues, including marriage, divorce, parentage, parental rights, custody and child abduction litigation, intercontinental adoptions, international treaties, and more.
PC: 5210215, 2012, E-Book, 300 pages

The Unofficial Guide to U.S. Legal Studies: For Foreign Lawyers
A guide for foreign lawyers who desire to study law in the United States, this practical guide provides students with the necessary guidance on making effective decisions, the application process, and taking the bar.
PC: 5210219, 2012, Paperback, 387 pages

The Unofficial Guide to U.S. Legal Studies: For Foreign Lawyers
This guide gives foreign lawyers an insight into the U.S. legal system and the challenges they may face.
PC: 5210241, 2015, Paperback, 345 pages
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Choosing the Language of Transnational Deals: Practicalities, Policy and Law Reform
This book takes a comparative look at cross-border secured lending and commercial dispute resolution. It illustrates how governments might best promote languages and economic activity, and how parties to transactions can structure their business to maximize their control of the choice of language in which they deal. 

Real Property Law in China: A Guide to Foreign Investment
This book discusses the key laws and regulations relevant to foreign investment in various types of transactions involving real property rights and to illustrate the application of those laws through an examination of exemplar projects.
PC: 5210214, 2011, Paperback, 336 pages

The ABA Guide to International Bar Admissions
This guide provides an overview of the bar admissions process in various jurisdictions around the globe.
PC: 5210218, 2012, Paperback, 340 pages

The ABA Practical Guide to Drafting Basic Islamic Finance Contracts
This guide provides the basic knowledge to draft an Islamic Finance contract.
PC: 5210217, 2012, Paperback, 100 pages

ABA Guide to Foreign Law Firms, 5th Edition
This practical and portable guide is designed to help both U.S. and non U.S. lawyers, particularly those in countries emerging as significant factors in international commercial transactions.

Negotiations: A Comparison of Cross-Cultural Issues and Successful Approaches, 3rd Edition
This book covers the fundamental international negotiation strategies that every lawyer should know before going into the new, e-commerce based international negotiations.
PC: 5210205, 2009, Paperback, 1,106 Pages

The ABA Guide to Foreign Law Firms, 5th Edition
This practical and portable guide is designed to help both U.S. and non U.S. lawyers, particularly those in countries emerging as significant factors in international commercial transactions.

Real Property Law in China: A Guide to Foreign Investment
This book discusses the key laws and regulations relevant to foreign investment in various types of transactions involving real property rights and to illustrate the application of those laws through an examination of exemplar projects.
PC: 5210214, 2011, Paperback, 336 pages

The ABA Guide to International Business Negotiations
A Comparison of Cross-Cultural Issues and Successful Approaches, 3rd Edition
This book covers the fundamental international negotiation strategies that every lawyer should know before going into the new, e-commerce based international negotiations.
PC: 5210205, 2009, Paperback, 1,106 Pages

Shop On-line: Visit ShopABA.org; Click here to browse the Section of International Law Library.

Shop By Phone: Call the ABA Service Center at (800) 285-2221.
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